
PUZZLES
(Set – 63)



Seven persons P, Q, R, S, T, U and V are sitting on a circular table 
facing towards the centre. The distance between two consecutive 
persons is different and is in multiples of 3. The distance between two 
consecutive persons is greater than 6m but less than 36m. The 
circumference of the table is 138m. All the distances are measured on 
the circumference. Each of them works in different companies among 
Apple, Asus, Dell and Lenovo. Each person works in at least one 
company and not more than two persons work in same company. The 
following information is known about them, 
The distance between V and one of the persons working in Asus is 
45m. 
Only T works in Lenovo and sits opposite to one, who works in Dell. 
V works in Apple. 
The distance between P and R is 27m. 
P works in Dell but does not sit opposite to T. 
S sits third to the right of P but not adjacent to T. 
The persons working in same company do not sit adjacent to each 
other. 
The distance between T and one of the persons working in Asus is 
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College A has to play two cricket matches with college B in two 
stadiums I and II respectively. The number of players in the team of 
college A must be 5 from the given 8 players. The information of the 8 
players is given in the table representing their role within the team 
and the amount to be paid for playing each match.
Conditions:-
1) P and R cannot be selected together.
2) Only one wicketkeeper must be there in each team.
3) T and V cannot be selected together.
4) Among S, U, V and W; at most only three persons 
can be selected.
5) If Q is selected, W is also selected.
6) There must be at least two bowlers and two batsmen in 
each team.

Player Role Amount

P Batsman Rs 1200

Q Batsman Rs 1700

R Batsman 
and 

Wicketkee
per

Rs 2200

S Wicketkee
per

Rs 1700

T Bowler(Spi
n)

Rs 1200

U Bowler(Fas
t)

Rs 2200

V Bowler(Spi
n)

Rs 1200

W Bowler(Fas
t)

Rs 2200



Q1) It is known that stadium II is favorable to fast bowlers. College A decides to 
form the team 
with two fast bowlers. Besides, R is not selected. Then what is the total amount 
spent by 
college A on the selected players for forming the team satisfying all the above 
conditions?
a) 8000     b) 8300     c) 9000     d) 7500     e) 8500

Q2) College A decided to select only one wicketkeeper in the team and select R and 
V in the team.
Then what is the total amount spent by college A on the selected players for 
forming the team 
satisfying all the above conditions?
a) 9500     b) 7000     c) 8500     d) 7500     e) 9000

Q3) College A decides to form the team with one fast bowler and one spin bowler to 
play in 
stadium I. If college A is having a budget of only Rs 8000 to form a team for that 
match then who 
among the following is not a member of that team satisfying all the above 
conditions?
a) P     b) R     c) V     d) S     e) Q
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Q2) College A decided to select only one wicketkeeper in 
the team and select R and V in the team. Then what is the 
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Q3) College A decides to form the team with one fast 
bowler and one spin bowler to play in stadium I. If college A 
is having a budget of only Rs 8000 to form a team for that 
match then who among the following is not a member of 
that team satisfying all the above conditions?
a) P     b) R     c) V     d) S     e) Q

Player Role Amount

P Batsman Rs 1200

Q Batsman Rs 1700

R Batsman 
and 

Wicketkee
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S Wicketkee
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Q4) Besides Q, who among the following is definitely a 
member of the team satisfying all the above conditions?
a) P     b) S     c) R     d) W     e) CND

Player Role Amount

P Batsman Rs 1200

Q Batsman Rs 1700

R Batsman 
and 

Wicketkee
per

Rs 2200

S Wicketkee
per

Rs 1700

T Bowler(Spi
n)

Rs 1200

U Bowler(Fas
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Rs 2200
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